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Let M be embedded in S n+k , k large, and let Rhea, regular neighborhood; then the inclusion dRClR, when converted to a fibration, has fiber a (k -1)-sphere.
Similarly jH-cobordism is an equivalence relation, and the operation of taking disjoint union defines a group on equivalence classes, so that we get a graded group fl* (graded by dimension). Of course, if we were dealing with PL or orthogonal bundles we would have the formula fl*=7r*!T, where 7r* denotes stable homotopy of the spectrum. However, it is well known that this is not the case for generalized Thorn spectra. In particular, if T arises from & = universal orientable spherical fibration, i.e. i3& = BSG(fe), then it is known that TT*T is finite whereas üli is of infinite order because there is a well-defined nontrivial homomorphism (the index) to the integers.
Our purpose then is to study the relationship between Ö* and TT*T. In this paper, we state some important results. A full exposition will appear later.
2. The Pontrjagin-Thom construction yields a homomorphism p:QÜ->ir*T. We will attempt to elucidate some properties of p. We restrict our attention to the case where £* is oriented and 4>k respects orientation.
We will first need to analyze a certain graded group Q*, which is defined as the kernel of £:Q*-»7r*5. It is easily seen that there are short exact sequences (The fact that p is onto follows immediately from the fact that the isomorphism between ordinary framed cobordism of manifolds and 7r*S factors through 0*.) Consider the equivalence relation S generated by this relation; dividing by =~ defines a quotient group T* of £2*, and it is easy to see that p:Sl*->7r*T factors through po : r*-^7r* T. , / 2 , and M\ f is T-cobordant (in fact, S-cobordant) to zero. Thus M, ƒ represents zero in rf, and po is monic.
To show the rest of Theorem 3, we merely use the computation of Q* of Lemma 1. 
^(D -> A(U)
is a map of fibrations. If we abandon the condition that T be defined by orientable fibrations S&, we then conjecture that C(T) is a space whose homotopy realizes the L-groups of some appropriate group (see [3] , [4] ).
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